THE MOST EFFICIENT TOBACCO SETTER ON THE MARKET!

Completely adjustable for your soil conditions!

- adjustable front arm and rear kick to set plant straight up!
- adjustable planting depth
- adjustable timing of plant drop
- adjustable packing wheels
- adjustable press wheels
- adjustable parallelogram for constant planting depth
- adjustable quantity & positioning of water trip (optional)
- extension cups for taller plants
- plant drops through large throat
- optional skids (adjustable)

Top 24 model - ideal for reducing labor
One person sets two rows - 5,500 - 7,000 plants/hour
24”-48” adjustable row to row spacings
12”-32” plant to plant spacings
24 cup carousel

Tobacco Setters that WORK!
The #1 transplanter sold in California is now available to tobacco growers!

TRIUM model - Maximizes productivity
One person/row - 4,500-5,000 plants/hour/row
10 cup carousel
20”-35” adjustable row to row spacings
plant to plant spacings 6”-20” (standard)
6”-32” (optional)
Many patented features set C&M above the competition!

- Adjustable front press wheels
- Easy to change plant to plant spacings
- Adjustable planting depth
- Cup extensions for taller plants
- Largert throat for plant to fall through
- Adjustable front opening disc
- Adjustable water trip (optional)
- Optional skid
- Adjustable packing wheels to close & pack ground when plant comes out

Our most popular model for tobacco is the TRIUM—Available in 1, 2, 4, 6, or 8 rows
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